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ABSTRACT

Duality transformation for a spontaneously broken gauge theory is

constructed in the CDS gauge (ipA^ = 0). The dual theory is expressed in

terms of dusl potentials which satisfy the same gauge condition, but with

g •* */g. Generally the theory is not self dual but in the weak coupling

region (small g ) , self duality is found for the subgroup which ia not

spontaneously broken or in regions where monopoles and vortices are con-

centrated {in agreement with t'Hooft's ideas that monopoles and vortices

in the Georgi-Glashcw model make it self dual). In the strong coupling

regime a systematic strong coupling expansion can be vritten. For this

region the dual theory is generally not local gauge invariant, but it is

invariant under global gauge transformations.
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To be submitted for publication.

I . INTRODUCTION

Duality transformation is an important tool in analysing the large

coupling behaviour of a given theory if the low coupling limit is known. In

particular, i t is important in finding the phase structure and the critical

points of the theory. In lattice theories one would transform to the dual

variables defined on the dual lattice^ , but i t has been pointed out by
(2)

Sugamoto that duality transformations can be performed by means of Fourier

transform in function space. This could be used to define duality transform-

ations also in the continuum. Since then a fev works have been done using

this method to find the dual theory of abelian as veil as non-abelian

gauge theories (pure Yang-Mills or spontaneously broken). It was found that

a gauge theory is dual to a relativistic hydrodynamics!• model introduced by

Kalb-Ramond and Nambu and i ts non-abelian generalization. However none

of these works gives an answer to the question whether the theory can be con-

sidered as self-dual at least in a certain range of coupling constant. It was

shown by'tHooft that if one considers only the vortex contributions to the

generating functional a duality transformation can be performed on a gauge

theory which gives a relation between the free energies of the magnetic and

electric vortices, and in particular the Georgi-Glashow model becomes self-

dual if the contributions of the monopoles are included. It is not yet clear

whether the duality transformation considered by 'tHooft is exactly the one

suggested by Sugamoto, hence i t is important to find if by using the Fourier

transform method one can recover the same results. To that one has to use the

CDS * gauge which allows the formulation of the theory in field strength

variables, and thus by performing the duality transformation directly compare

the Lagrangians. It also allows the transfer of the Lagrangian from the

field Btrength formulation to the vector potential variables vhich mates the

comparison between the initial and final theory very simple. It should be

pointed out here that Halpern's method for formulating the theory in terms

of field strength is in fact a duality transformation and only on the set of

fields which satisfy the Bianchi identity it becomes a field strength formul-

ation. However in the path integral one Bhould integrate over all function

space, and not only on a subset.

The use of the CDS ' gauge for performing the duality transform-

ation was done by ItatiashI for the pure Yang-Hills theory. It was found

that the theory is self dual in the weak coupling regime. Namely for small
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g the Lagrangiantakes the same form after duality transformation, tut with g

replaced by 1/g. This was formulated in field strength as well as in the

dual potential formalism. For the strong coupling limit one achieves only-

strong coupling expansion, and the dual theory contains apart from the usual

Yang-Mills Lagrangian (in the dual variables) extra antisymmetric fields

coupled to the dual field strengths in a complicated way (there are also

extra self interactions, and source-source couplings peculiar to the dual

theory). To achieve that, one has to restrict the gauge potentials to "be
(1 H)

non-singular, because otherwise the CDS gauge is not attainable, and

the inversion formula from field strengths to vector potentials is not valid.

Hence the singular potentials which represent field configurations like mag-

netic monopoles, vortices etc. have to be treated separately. Here I would

like to point out that in a spontaneously broken gauge theory, part of these

singularities are smeared by the scalar field depending on the topology of its

configuration space, (e.g. singular Wu-Yang monopoles become 'tHooft-
(1S)Polyakov monopoles ). Hence the generating functional of a spontaneously

broken gauge theory in the CDS gauge will include these smeared out singula-

rities and its duality transformed Lagrangian can be compared to the original

one In seeking for another way of solving and understanding the theory. This will

be done in the following.

It is found that a spontaneously broken gauge theory is self dual, in

the weak coupling regime, only in the directions of algebra space which are

not spontaneously broken, or in regions where monopoles and vortices are con-

centrated (which are regions of local symmetry restoration). In this sense

the result is consistent with ,'t Hooft.Vs result that vortices (and monopoles for

the Georgi-Glashow model) render the theory self dual. In other directions

there are extra self interactions of the dual vector potentials. In the

strong coupling region one gets an expansion in powers of 1/g, and like the

pure Yang-Mills theory, apart from the Yang-Mills Lagrangian (of the dual

variables) there is a source-source interaction, and an antisymmetric tensor

field coupled to the field strengths.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we work out the

duality transformation of the spontaneously broken gauge theory. Sections III

and IV contain the weak and strong coupling approximations and Section V con-

tains the concluding remarks.

II. DUALITY TRANSFORMATION

Consider the generating functional of a spontaneously broken gauge

theory in Euclidean space-time.

(3)

(M

Here we are using the scaled field variables:

~ca are the representation of the algebra for the scalar fields, and

K a , 1> 1* are external sources used to define the n-point functions via

functional derivatives with respect to the source, at zero external source.

define the CDB^T'3' gauge, and for this gauge condition the Faddeev-Popov

ghosts are independent of the fields, hence they were osnitted. It is possible

to prove^7*8'10'13^ the following inversion formula in the CDS gauge, namely:

-(^x^)fl>) (7a)

( T b )

Using the identity

j

where the equality is up to a constant factor. W ^ * = ~ v ^ *** s i x < m u l t-

iplied by the number of generators of the algebra) independent antisymmetric
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tensor variables, and W ** l B given by

7/*

We get for the part of the generating functional vhich depends on

(9)

do)

Making use of the gauge condition and Eq. (7a), this can be integrated to get:

where

(12a)

(12b)

( 1 2 d )

and the sum over i in (11) 1B from 1 to 3 (vhich will be so from now on for

the indices i, j, k ) .

Define

(13)

then

(llrt))

- 5 -

Define also

where

Then

here

Using these definitions we get

flJ j
Here matrix multiplication shouia be understood for the apace index

i, and internal index a. Using (12a)

and from (12c), (12d) and the gauge condition (llta) we get

(15)

(16)

(17)

V ,<• (21a)

(211))

Putting all these expressions together in (l) we get

"^ *
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In (22)

such that the terms BT^B and ?B were absorbed in the Lagrangian ^"j; and

we used the equality

(25)

which can be proved by using partial integrations with the aid of Eq. {18} and

), {surface terms were ignored for simplicity).

Introduce now an integration over B a via

J av \
(26)

and define

(27)

where G is defined in (l6). Then by changing the integration variable in

(22) from and using

- J /. to) '.28)

which follows from the definitions (27), (16), (13) and the inversion formula

{7b) for the gauge potential B a in the gauge (6), in terms of their field

strengths G a , we get for (£2)

(29)

-7-

'r is the spontaneously broken gauge aymmetiy Lagrangian for the dual

'•JO)

in f>9 T "* >; given, according to the d«f i n 113 uns , i?7 , ' J 5 > by

(29) is the generating functional in terms of the dual variables B . We

see that apart from the usual Lagrangian (30), there are additional self-

interactions of the gauge potentials, and an extra antisymmetric tensor field

u a coupled to B a and to 4*. A source-source interaction CT~ ? appears

vhich is peculiar to the dual theory. This generating functional reduces to

the one dual to the pure Yang-Mills theory, when *f = 0. (Compare (29) with

Eq. (3.30)in Hef. 12). u a in (29) can be integrated which vill give a

complicated effective Lagrangian of the dual vector potentials B coupled

to the scalar field. Hote that these fields satisfy the CDS gauge condition

(Eq,. (llta)).

Ill- WEAK COUPLING LIMIT

To understand the result (29) we will perform the weak coupling limit

of the dual theory. Up to now we used the scaled fields defined as in (5)-

Corff*spondingly we have for the dual fields

Hence, in (29)

y-r-. y - 5VT-<Tift
Keeping terms to order — only ve can neglect 6(1), 0(g), and use the

approximatIon

i (32)



which is based on the known formula

(33)

In (32) constant factors were ignored. Putting this in (29) we get

(x) is defined for the unsealed fields, with

(35a)

The second integral in (3l») can tie trivially performed with use of (31) and

ve get an effective Lagrangian for the scaled fields

(36)

with
•*, 9,

(37a)

t-J = & j * tl"J V / - £jJt

(36) is the gauge invariant Lagrangian of the dual fields in sectors where

T B = 0 . In these sectors we have self duality of the theory in the veak

coupling liaiit. Generally it is possible to decompose E into two contri-

butions

such that

^ 0

-9-

Hence

and the terms which will destroy the self duality will contain T
Similarly i t is possible to decompose G in the following way

with

o
Since T B, . leaves B
ID will contribute to

f2l i Q t h e ( i n t e r l l a l ) subspace perpendicular to B, >,
G= only and from the orthogonality betweenG

G and G we get for the first term of (36)

Note that in general G depends on B , . and B ,„•, {and similarly for

y(2)'
G ). Therefore we do not have a complete decoupling of $ r-,\ *"•& B

so that the self duality is gained only in the sectors where T̂ B = 0.

The directions in algetrfc space where TgB = 0- are directions of
synonetry restoration. Consider, for example, the Georgi-Glashow model
(S0(3) gauge theory broken down to U(l) subgroup with ^ in the adjoint
representation), according to (12c)

T, J*
i*8- _ $ a n d *P=V1^ . Clearly T is a projection into a directionwnere TT — A ^

perpendicular to *4>, hence T B • 0 for B parallel to *r- This is the

direction of unbroken symmetry (which is generally defined as the little

group of f ) . This is true in general,hence self duality is gained in the

weak coupling limit for the sectors of unbroken syametryt Note that for the

pure Yang-Mills theory T2B = 0 identically (because f = 0) therefore that

theory is self dual in the veak coupling limit.

Self duality is also a property of the monopoles and vortices of the

dual theory, because in regions where they are concentrated we have local
(lU)

symmetry restoration. This confirms 'tHooft's result that if only mono-

poles' and vortices1 (of the original as well as the dual theory) contributions

-10-



to the free energy of the Georgi- Glashov model are considered, the model is self

dual. It is also consistent vith his statement that generally for vortices*

contributions, non-abelian gauge theories are self dual with or without scalar

fields. Here we found that if other contributions to the spontaneously broken

theory are considered then self duality is not automatic- Note that monopoles

and vortices of the dual theory ore not necessarily solutions of the equations

of motion. They are simply field configurations with the properties of mono-

poles and vortices (vith smeared out singularities).

Finally note the general property of (36), g is replaced by l/g, so

even in the self dual case we will get strong interactions had we started

with a Lagrangian (2) with veak coupling. Hence the strong coupling (in terms

of l/g) of (36) is dual to the veak <"tu"l.ing region (in terms of g) of (2). This

is important in trying to understand the strong coupling region of (2).

"?«8

J £«,*
where the last term in (38) was neglected because for the expansion (39)

since the scaled fields Y,B carry a factor of l/g- Integrating the second

integral in (ko) we get an effective Lagrangian up to 0(l/g)

(1*1)

where

IV. STEOHQ COUPLING LIMIT

As was mentioned at the end of Section III, the general property of

the duality transformation is to replace g •+ l/g, in the Lagrangian of the

dual variables. Going back to (29), if ve keep terms to 0(l), G(g) only in

the strong coupling region (neglecting 6{—), 9(—a)) we get
6 K

<jC^(x) is the gauge invariant Lagrangian (23) with terms O(l/g), 9(l/g2)

neglected, hence no self interaction of B^ and no interaction of ¥ and

in (x) tip to this order. If 1 is a regular matrix (the sym-

metry is spontaneously broken completely) we can approximate

(39)

because T —a(l/g), hence

-11-

We see that even though o!ll (X) does not contain self interactions of the
B

interactions of the scalar field appear in

an

and

. Self

out there is

no interaction between B a and H1 up to this order. Note that B can be

integrated completely, up to this order, and we get a complicated scalar field

theory.

If T is not invertible (38) is the effective dual theory up to

9(l/g)« Once again ai a can be integrated and the effective Lagrangian can

be found. Higher order corrections can be systematically added via the

expansions of (38) in powers of l/g. Here we will get interactions of the

gauge potentials with the scalar field in higher orders of l/g.

V. COHCIAIDING REMARKS

Duality transformation of a spontaneously broken gauge theory in the

CDS gauge was constructed following a work by Itabashi who formulated

It for the pure Yang-Mills, theory. The dual theory is expressed in terms of

the dual gauge potentials which obey again the CDS gauge condition. Generally

the theory Is not self dual, because apart from the usual (dual) gauge fields

and scalar fields there are antisymmetric tensor fields coupled to both. But

in the veak coupling region the theory is self dual for the subgroup which

-12-
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is not spontaneously "broken, or in regions vhere vortices ajld monopoles are

concentrated. Namely, a necessary condition for self-duality is symmetry

restoration. This is in agreement vith Itabashi who found that the pure Yang-

Mills theory is self-dual. It is also consistent with 'tHooft's argument that

the Georgi-Glashov model is self-dual if contributions of vortices and monopoles

only to the free energy are considered, and more generally if one considers only

vortices in the pure Yang-Mills theory a duality transformation can be con-

structed which connect the free energies of electric and magnetic vortices.

The effective strength of the interactions in the dual theory is

measured by 1/g, hence for large g (strong coupling region of the original

theory) one can construct a systematic strong coupling expansion which vhen

studied may shed some light on problems connected to large g {confinement?).

This was done in the last section. If terms up to 8{l) are kept {neglecting

terms of the jorder of 1/g, 1/g and higher), a complicated theory of the

scalar field emerges, with extra self interactions of the gauge fields. If

higher orders are included the result looks quite complicated. In this strong

coupling region there are terms which destroy local gauge invariance (e.g. the

source-source interaction £T £ which include ordinary and not '*ovariant

derivatives of the scalar field), but there is a global gauge invariance because

the antisymmetric tensor fields ID a transform under T.he in ,,uv rq,rPsmtBt,.ir

of the group. (See Eq. (8). It fixes the Transforms' • IT - \.»-T\ - *' "*

and hence of ui ).

The above results are an extension and improvement itc a certain extent)

of Itabashi's results for the pure Yang-Miils theory Because certain singular-

ities of the gauge potentials can be smeared out by the scalar field, and thus

they can be transformed to the CDS gauge and the inversion formulae (7a), (7b)

are valid, so they can be included in the functional integrations. But there

are others which are not smeared and these are not Included in the above treat-

ment. This depends on the topological structure of the set of minima U of

the self interaction potential V(*f). For a transitive action of G on U,

we can identify U = G/H where H is the subgroup which is not spontaneously

broken. How monopoles will be classified by H (G/H) and vortices by

n ^ G ) , n^G/H). It- it happens that Il^G) ̂  II^G/H)1 , the singularity of

the vortex of the pure theory will be smeared out by the scalar field. Other-

wise it won't. Hence there may be still singular configurations {and very

important ones, as we saWjbecause they affect strongly the form of the dual

theory) which are not included in the functional integrations because the

-13-

existence of a gauge trans formation to the CDS gauge, and the validity of the

inversion formula Is not guaranteed. These should be treated Independently.

But what we did achieve in the above treatment is to prove that the theory

is self-dual in the veak coupling region only if the symmetry is restored.

Other than that ve got a systematic strong coupling expansion of the dual

theory.
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